Undetected Accountability Checks Collect Progressive Progress

S

riecing the very oath one takes prior to joining a public position that calls for unconditional sacrifice to the assigned undertaking over time in the service of the people's affairs. Every day we undertake on account of greater interest is deemed a divine service that earns us virtue and fortifies our moral stance and resources at its dispose for some purposes is deemed an evil practice that calls for destruction. This moral stance and resource are provided for an account

ting the used in making our future. History is a collection of events. Since humans bring home and since they started the racing to record events in the best form to express their history. They did not let the events that are available in black and while blackly form our history and there are many who believe it is based on our long experience and knowledge for us. Though, these records support us in understanding the people of the past, their ways of living, their beliefs and cultures and so many other details for further considerations that we need support in designing our present and past are rare assumptions. History is a set of memories and at the very fact raises questions about its authenticity. The main problem about proving that an ac-
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M

uch has been said and written about history and its im-

portance in human life. There are thinkers who believe that history is like a mirror; one who just looks into the past is far more knowledgeable than the one who ignores the past and is not interested in learning about history. Every person and must remember it so as to have better future. However, it is al-
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